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Abstract: Although the concept of image quality has been a subject of study for the image processing
community for more than forty years (where, with the term “quality”, we are referring to the accuracy
with which an image processing system captures, processes, stores, compresses, transmits, and
displays the signals that compose an image), notions related to aesthetics of photographs and images
have only appeared for about ten years within the community. Studies devoted to aesthetics of images
are multiplying today, taking advantage of the latest machine learning techniques and mostly due
to the proliferation of huge communities and websites, specialized in digital photography sharing
and archiving, such as Flickr, Imgur, DeviantArt, and Instagram. In this review, we examine the
latest advances of computer methods that aim at computationally distinguishing high-quality from
low-quality photos and images, relying on machine learning techniques. The paper is organized
as follows: First, we introduce many approaches to aesthetics, studied in philosophy, neurobiology,
experimental psychology, and sociology, to see what lighting they propose to researchers. Such points
of view let us explain the weakness of the current consensus on the difficult aesthetics problem and
the importance of the ongoing debates on it. Then, we analyze the work done in the community of
pattern recognition and artificial intelligence on the task of automatic aesthetic assessment, and we
both compare and critically examine the presented results. Finally, we describe many issues that have
not been addressed, and starting from these, we outline some possible future directions.
Keywords: aesthetics; beauty; machine learning; deep learning; deep neural networks

1. Introduction
The problem of assessing image quality has been faced in the image processing community for at
least forty years: it refers to the level of accuracy with which an imaging system captures, processes,
stores, compresses, transmits, and displays the signals that compose an image [1]. On the contrary,
notions linked to aesthetic assessment of photography and images appeared in the field of computer
science only in the last ten years. Image aesthetic (or beauty) assessment aims at computationally
distinguishing high-quality from low-quality photos, based on different features and methods.
The automatic aesthetic assessment of images is a new challenging task for the communities of
computer vision and image processing that has several applications, for instance: photo management,
image retrieval, photo enhancement, and many others [2–4]. These applications have received growing
attention in the last decade, because of the evolution of ICT (Information and Communication
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Technology), which has had important consequences on business and societal practices (storage
on very large and distributed databases, archival and retrieval functions, automatic learning processes)
and because of the flourishing of photographic exchange sites, such as Flickr, Imgur, DeviantArt, and
Instagram. On these websites, the filter “beauty images” is more and more chosen as the discriminating
criterion to select images in retrieval operations.
The theme of automatic aesthetic assessment of images is now rich i papers. In the last ten years,
many communications have proliferated in the pattern recognition and Artificial Intelligence (AI)
community, offering to provide an automatic assessment of the aesthetic value of an image. A variety
of approaches has been proposed in the literature to try to solve this challenging problem [5–11]. These
works use Deep Neural Networks (DNNs), and they follow the works published at the beginning of
the 2000s, which tackled this problem with the help of the more classical pipeline of machine learning:
detection of primitives, chosen by the user (for this reason, they are usually said to be hand-crafted)
and classifiers of many types [3,12–15]. As usual, DNN techniques quickly outperformed the more
traditional methods, as they did in many other areas of pattern recognition. In this article, we introduce
many of these machine learning approaches (based on hand-crafted features and deep features). Then,
we analyze and highlight the main contributions and the novelties of such approaches.
To get immediately an idea about the articles that we are going to review, we introduce one of the
most remarkable works. We take into account NIMA: Neural Image Assessment [11]. The proposed
deep Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), can be used to rank photos from an aesthetic point of
view. In the article, the “Large-Scale Database for Aesthetic Visual Analysis” (AVA) dataset is taken into
account [14]: it is a dataset containing over than 250,000 images, along with a rich variety of metadata,
including a large number of aesthetics scores for each image, semantic labels for over 60 categories,
as well as labels related to photographic style. The authors had each photo scored by an average of
200 people in response to photography contests. After training, the aesthetics ranking of these photos
by NIMA closely matched the average scores given by human raters. A ranking example is given in
Figure 1.
The advances that we are going to review have also been made possible because they take place in
a scientific context that makes it possible to approach this problem in very different ways, in particular
by neurobiological approaches, as well as experiments in social psychology. We are going to analyze
what is the role of these studies and what influence they have on the evolution of AI techniques.
In particular, AI has had huge benefit from 25 centuries of literature on aesthetics, beauty, and art,
in philosophy, in sociology and in experimental psychology. Without a doubt, AI has also taken
advantage of the ongoing studies in physiology and in neurobiology that intend to analyze how our
brain works, some of them directed towards explaining our aesthetic judgment, now recognized under
the name of “neuro-aesthetics”. These points are very important, and they will be addressed in detail,
despite them almost never being considered in other surveys that are focused on the problem of
aesthetic evaluation of images. For instance, see [4].
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Figure 1. Ranking of some examples, labeled with the “landscape” tag, from the Aesthetic Visual
Analysis (AVA) dataset using Neural Image Assessment (NIMA). Predicted NIMA (and ground truth
in the brackets) scores are shown below each image.

2. How Can We Measure Beauty?
The first works that proposed a mathematical measure of beauty were due to Charles Henry [16],
but it is the mathematician Birkhoff who proposed the first operational formulation [17,18].
This formulation, inspired by 25 centuries of philosophical literature on aesthetics in the visual
arts in particular, was built on notions of order and simplicity at a time when these two terms had little
meaning in mathematics. It has been enriched over the last century by the successful contributions
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of the gestalt, the theory of information, mathematical morphology, and the theory of complexity to
arrive at algorithmic and algebraic expressions [19–21], which had interesting results, but did not
result in a very large agreement within the community.
Techniques based on machine learning, which appeared within this century, outperformed the
previous works, as they opportunely exploited a completely new scientific context: the many images
accessible on the Internet, the availability of numerous sources of expertise through specialized social
networks or the general public, and finally, the advantages provided by powerful statistical techniques,
which are able to build rules of classification and extend them to large unknown groups. Then, with the
diffusion of CNN techniques, successively exploiting convolutional filtering and then fully-connected
neural networks, we notice also in this field the “black box” approach, for which human expertise is
only reduced to the constitution of indexed databases, needed in the learning phase.
This complete break in the paradigms behind the aesthetic approach should be analyzed and
should be considered with respect to the consequences that can be expected from it. In the next
subsections, we analyze the scientific background, provided by many fields, that contributed to this
evolution.
2.1. Philosophical Approaches
It is hardly possible to treat in a few lines all the works that have gradually made aesthetics
a clean and recognized part of philosophy. However, the masters have tried doing so during the
centuries [22–25]. We can oppose schematically the “objectivist” school, resulting from the Greek
philosophers of the classical period (which defends a universal idea of beauty, attached to the object or
to the person whom it qualifies, an idea that is shared by all and in every place), with the subjective
school, born from the philosophers of the Enlightenment (which relates beauty to individual experience
and its experimental contingencies). The great currents of thought that, due to psychoanalysis,
traversed philosophy during the last century carried this problem into more modern terms: is beauty
so unanimously perceived because it selectively activates universal physiological sensations or is it
the result of conjunctive and individual biochemical and environmental influences [26–29]? Far from
being concluded, the debate rebounds perpetually, taking advantage of the new light of science.
This debate has a direct impact on our project of carrying out a beauty measurer. Should
we analyze the most beautiful objects and try to discover and catch the beauty canons or identify
the emotional springs of consciousness, in order to provide materials capable of satisfying them?
Among the important results of these philosophical works, let us report some marginal contributions,
but fundamental for our purpose, that clearly help us to distinguish the part of the aesthetics in art
(in particular, contemporary art) [30–32], as well as to reveal multiple elements that could mask the
role of aesthetics in the appeal of an artwork [33–36].
2.2. Neuro-Aesthetic Approaches
If our scientific world has now passionately devoted itself to neural networks (mainly CNN), it has
done so for 30 years, and with the same enthusiasm, in the perspectives of cerebral imagery. Magnetic
resonance imaging and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) provide exceptional tools for
trying to understand how our brain works. They were used yet from the beginning to understand
the mysterious rules of our artistic judgment, and fMRI has thus given birth to a distinct branch of
neurobiology, which recognizes itself as neuro-aesthetics [37,38]. The literature contains more than
3000 publications, where most of them are devoted to visual arts. Neuro-aesthetics brings us much
knowledge, much more than we can summarize in a few lines, of course, but we can find in [39] a very
good synthesis of the related works.
Neuro-aesthetics allows us to dismiss the idea, considered many years ago, of hedonic areas:
it was the idea that there existed specialized areas in the treatment of beauty. On the contrary, it is
known today that there are many cerebral areas, involved also in other different cerebral tasks, that
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contribute to aesthetic judgment. They are shown and explained in detail in Figure 2 and are briefly
summed up and grouped in the points below:

Figure 2. The areas involved during aesthetic judgment [40]. They are the areas that compose the
prefrontal brain circuitry. Figure 2 highlights the cortical components [41]. The ventral system includes
two closely-connected circuits that are anchored in the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC; c). The sensory system
involves the lateral sector of the OFC (a,c, purple). It is closely connected to the anterior insula (d,
yellow) and the basolateral complex in the amygdala (d, rose, ventral aspect). The visceromotor circuitry
includes the ventral portion of the ventromedial prefrontal cortex, which lies in the medial sector of
the OFC (a–c, blue) where the medial and lateral aspects of OFC connect; the ventromedial prefrontal
cortex is closely connected to the amygdala (including the central nucleus, d, rose, dorsal aspect) and
the subgenual parts of the anterior cingulate cortex on the medial wall of the brain (b, copper and
peach). The dorsal system is associated with mental state attributions including the dorsal aspect of
the ventromedial prefrontal cortex corresponding to the frontal pole (b, maroon), the anterior cingulate
(2b, peach), and the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (2a,b, green). The ventrolateral prefrontal cortex is
shown in red (a). Structures in the reward circuitry include the OFC, dorsolateral prefrontal (2a, orange)
and cingulate cortex (b, copper and tan), the thalamus (b, light pink), the ventral striatum d, green),
the amygdala (d, rose), the hippocampus (d, gray), and the limbic brainstem.

•

•

•
•

The visual areas, the occipital and inferior lateral zones, the insular cortex, and the superior
parietal lobule are active for the task of vision and also for the extraction of shapes, colors,
movements, and faces.
The orbitofrontal cortex acts during the evaluation of risks, and also when we feel pleasure. It is
clear that humans feel pleasure when they look at beautiful objects [42]. It seems also an important
part in the control of our decisions.
The insular cortex, which controls our emotions, is also an important and always involved part
when observing artworks, images, and photographs.
The areas engaged in cognition (the amygdala) and memory operations (medial parietal areas,
prefrontal lobe) are often active in the task of aesthetic assessment.
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The areas in charge of the premotor control (ventral premotor cortex, temporal lobes,
hippocampus) are active, specifically in situations of strong empathy and embodiment, which
often occur when observing an artwork.

Regarding how the mentioned brain areas that allow aesthetic judgment capability were
individuated, numerous details are given in [40,43–45] about the experiments conducted, the results
obtained, and on the conclusions that can be drawn from them. In [46,47] was presented a synthetic
vision of our knowledge on this subject.
However, we have to remark how fMRI, in the state of its actual development, is insufficient to
understand the mechanisms actually implemented in brain circuits: the response time of instruments,
the need for averaging experiments, and individuals altering the deductive abilities of this technique.
In particular, it is almost impossible to trace the chronology between visual stimuli and activation
of higher areas, conditions that are essential for a true causal explanation [48]. It is on these
conditions, however, that the debate between objectivists and subjectivists goes on. Finally, It should
also be mentioned that works based on analysis through fMRI techniques face deeper theoretical
criticism [49,50].
2.3. Experimental Psychology, Psycho-Sociology, and Photography
Another important source of information on aesthetics comes from the literature on photography,
and in particular from the recommendations of photographers and art photography books.
The relevance of these notions can be noticed in various ways: through their high frequency in
the photos/artworks (this is, for instance, the case of the rule of thirds: the rule suggests that a
photo should be divided into nine equal parts by two equally-spaced horizontal lines and two
equally-spaced vertical lines). Then, the most relevant subjects should be positioned along such
lines or their intersections. The proponents of this method claim that aligning compositional objects
with these lines creates higher interest, tension, and energy in photos, than simply centering them [51].
An example is contained in Figure 3 (original photo by Pir6mon; the edited photo of Figure 3 was
from Teeks99 (https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:RuleOfThirds-SideBySide.gif, under CC
BY-SA 3.0 license https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)), through the popularity of their
author, and even through the rating of the artworks that make use of them on the art market (which
then seek the sociological approach [52]). Eventually, many verifications can be conducted using tests
of experimental psychology, as well as statistical verifications on corpora.

Figure 3. Two pictures of the Moul n’ga Cirque in the Tadrart region, Southeast Algeria, with wavy
clouds above. The picture on the right is cropped with the rule of thirds; the one on the left is not.

However, we can conclude that the rules proposed in the literature of photography are not
universal: very few of them resist objective verifications. First of all, we have to reject the idea
that many classical features are fundamental in the definition of the beauty of an image, such as
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resolution, spike, signal-to-noise ratio, and contours, because quality and beauty evolve in spaces
that are subjectively different [53,54]. Many rules of composition are also not universal: the rule of
thirds, the Fibonacci spiral, the golden ratio, symmetries, privileged orientations, etc. [55–57]. The rules
regarding the distribution of shadows and lights seeming to validate regular 1/ f 2 decays in the power
density spectrum are fairly well verified [58], while the laws on the histogram of gray levels are
reduced to fairly good preferences [59]. Finally, the preferences on the chromatic palette, which seemed
to be well anchored with the well-established theories of Moon and Spencer and Matsuda, collide with
several refutations [60,61].
The universality of aesthetics criteria is therefore often defeated when one refers to these kinds of
literature. Further, many studies on the observer’s eye gaze during the examination of photographs
confirm that the rules governing the analysis of a photo or an artwork are very dependent on the
cultural baggage of the observer [62,63].
3. Machine Learning Approaches
As we said in Section 2, the first aesthetic measurement systems were algebraic (they did not use
any machine learning technique) and did not result in a very large consensus inside the community.
However, in recent years, many research efforts have been made, and various approaches have been
proposed, exploiting the latest machine learning techniques and the huge available datasets. The works
available in the literature can be grouped following this categorization: First, we have to divide between
works that follow the classical machine learning pipeline (feature extraction of handcrafted designed
features, followed by classification or regression) and works that make use of deep learning techniques,
where the feature representation is learned from a huge amount of data. These methods showed
promising performances in many tasks, such as recognition, localization, retrieval, and tracking,
beating the capability of conventional handcrafted features [64–67].
3.1. Classical Machine Learning Approaches
If we consider the works that follow the standard machine learning pipeline, we can individuate
two subgroups, according to the way the problem is formulated: we can divide between aesthetic
classification and aesthetic regression, which are both embodied in the supervised learning approach.
A typical pipeline for this one assumes a set of training data { xi , yi }i∈[1,N ] , from which a function
f : g( X ) → Y is learned, where g( xi ) denotes the feature representation of the image xi . The label
yi is represented as {0, 1} for a binary classification problem (where the function f is considered to
be a classifier) or a continuous score range for regression (where f is considered to be a regressor).
Following this formulation, the said pipeline can be broken into two main components, i.e., feature
extraction and decision component (which can be a regressor or a classifier).
Regarding feature extraction, it is the first component to design for an image aesthetics assessment
system. The aim is to extract meaningful and robust feature representations that describe the aesthetic
content of an image. Such features are assumed to model the quantity of the photographic/artistic
aspect of an image to distinguish between them. Many efforts have been tried to design features
catching the aesthetics rules.
Within the set of methods that face the aesthetic assessment as a binary classification problem
(i.e., they distinguish between aesthetic and unaesthetic images), most of them have focused on
designing features able to imitate the way people perceive the aesthetic quality of images. For instance,
Datta et al. [68] designed specific visual features (colorfulness, the rule of thirds, low depth of field
indicators, etc.) and made use of Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Decision Tree (DT) to classify
between beautiful and ugly images. In Marchesotti et al. [13], it was demonstrated that generic image
descriptors, such as the well-known GIST, Bag-of-Visual-words (BOV) encoded from Scale-Invariant
Feature Transform (SIFT) information, and the Fisher Vector (FV) encoded from SIFT information,
are able to capture several measures useful for aesthetic evaluation of images. Nishiyama et al. [69]
proposed a method that relied on color harmony and bags of color patterns to catch color variations
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in local regions. In Simond et al. [70], it was shown that the aesthetics in images depends on context,
since the authors obtained more accurate predictions by selecting features for specific image categories.
In the literature, we can also notice many methods that are able to learn effective aesthetic features
directly from images through deep learning methods and then make use of the classical machine
learning pipeline. Kao et al. [71] exploited an SVM using features extracted from a CNN, pre-trained
on the ImageNet classification task [72]. Lu et al. [5] presented in their work the RAting PIctorical
aesthetics using Deep learning (RAPID) system, which made us of a CNN to learn features for aesthetic
categorization automatically.
Within the approaches that consider aesthetic assessment as a regression problem, i.e., they predict
an aesthetics score or rating of the images, Bhattacharya et al. [73] proposed to use saliency maps
and a high-level semantic segmentation technique for extracting aesthetic features, then for training a
Support Vector Regression (SVR) machine. Datta et al. [68] proposed the use of Linear Regression (LR)
with polynomial terms of the features to predict the aesthetics score. In Wu et al. [74] was designed a
new algorithm called Support Vector Distribution Regression (SVDR) in order to use a distribution of
user ratings instead of a scalar one for model learning. More recently, Kao et al. [71] proposed a CNN
regression model, which achieved state-of-the-art results on aesthetic quality assessment.
However, most of the conventional approaches [3,13,14,68,69,73,75–83], that typically adopt
handcrafted features to model many photographic rules have been outperformed by the most recent
works in which generic deep features [84,85] and learned deep features [5,6,71,86–94] are used.
3.2. Deep Learning Approaches
From their appearance in the field of aesthetic evaluation, the DNN-based techniques showed
superior performance with respect to the more conventional approaches. The architectures adopted
are those found throughout the field of recognition in images: layers of convolutions followed by
totally-connected layers, or more recently, only convolutional layers. However, many refinements
have been proposed to adapt these systems to the specificities of the problem:
•

•

•

Several solutions have been proposed to allow treating very large images while preserving the fine
structure of details: window preselection around points of interest [10,95], parallel processing of
randomly-drawn windows [96], use of hierarchical structures [7,97], etc. Despite these solutions,
the size of the operational DNN input layers is a limit for the works on aesthetics that handle
large images.
Taking into account additional information, very important in the choice of the criteria to be
applied, led to networks with multiple flows [9,10], which exploit various knowledge: the type of
image, the style of the photo, the class of the main object, etc.
The reproduction of certain brain mechanisms led to the separation of the processing architecture
in different ways [9,98] or, sometimes, in a succession of DNNs: one in charge of the low level,
another in charge of the high information level [92].

The use of DNN-based techniques significantly changed the work done on the aesthetics of
images. A first element of differentiation concerns the choice of databases. The need for very large
learning databases led to the abandonment of the works that used original databases, composed only
by a few thousand images. The community has thus focused on the AVA database, which has the
merit of having images that are often very beautiful with many annotations on each image. However,
for training networks, its size (it is made up of 250,000 images) is often insufficient. Then, usually,
researchers perform a dataset augmentation by manipulating images [92].
A second element to consider is the almost complete disappearance (except in [10]) of the aesthetic
criteria for the construction of the DNN architecture. The works that rely on information external to
the image mainly use data based on the type of image: interior, portrait, sport, etc., data that seem,
however, quite unrelated to the beauty of the image.
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3.3. Datasets
In the assessment of aesthetics, a training and a test set containing both high-quality and
low-quality images are assumed. Evaluating the aesthetic quality of a given image, i.e., the
ground-truth, is, however, a completely subjective task. Hence, it is challenging to obtain a large
amount of well-annotated data. Most of the earlier articles [68,76,77] on aesthetic assessment built
a small amount of private image data. These datasets usually contain a few thousand images at
maximum, with binary labels or aesthetics scores for each contained image. These datasets on which
the performances of the models are evaluated are not publicly available. Later, a huge effort was made
to contribute publicly available aesthetics datasets of a larger scale for more comparable evaluation of
performances. In the following, we list the main datasets that are frequently used in benchmarking for
automatic aesthetic assessment:
•

•

The Photo.net dataset and the DP Challenge dataset [99,100]. This can be considered the earliest
attempt to construct large-scale image databases for aesthetic assessment. The Photo.net dataset
contains 20,278 images, with a minimum of ten score ratings for every image. The ratings range
is from zero to seven, with seven assigned to the most aesthetically-pleasing photos. Typically,
images uploaded to Photo.net are evaluated as somewhat pleasing [99]. The DPChallenge dataset
is more challenging and provides several ratings. The DPChallenge dataset is composed of
16,509 images and was extended by the Aesthetic Visual Analysis (AVA) dataset, in which several
images derived from DPChallenge.com are also included.
The Chinese University of Hong Kong-PhotoQuality (CUHK-PQ) dataset [81,101]. It is composed
of 17,690 images also collected from DPChallenge.com and many photographers. All the images
come provided with binary aesthetic labels and are grouped into seven categories: architecture,
landscape, humans, animals, plants, static, and night. Usually, the training and test set are selected
as random partitions of a 50/50 split, or a ten-fold cross-validation, where the ratio of the positive
examples and the negative examples is around 1:3. Many sample images taken from the dataset
are available in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Several images contained in the Chinese University of Hong Kong-PhotoQuality (CUHK-PQ)
dataset [81,101]. Many distinctive differences can be visually observed between the high-quality and
low-quality photos.

•

The AVA dataset contains ∼250,000 photos [14]. These were obtained from DPChallenge.com
and labeled with scores. Every image received hundreds of votes, in the range one to ten.
The average score of an image is commonly taken to be the ground truth. The dataset contains
many challenging examples. For the task of binary aesthetic classification, images with an average
score higher than a threshold of 5 + ν are treated as positive examples, and images with a score
lower than 5 − ν are treated as negative examples. Further, the AVA dataset contains 14 style
attributes and 60 category attributes. There are two typical training and test splits used with this
dataset: (1) a large-scale standardized partition with ∼230,000 training images and ∼20,000 test
images, with a hard threshold of ν = 0, and (2) an easier partition modeling the one of CUHK-PQ,
taking those images whose score ranking is at the top 10% and bottom 10%. This results in ∼25000
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images for training and ∼25,000 images for testing. The ratio of the total number of positive
examples to that of the negative examples is around 12:5.
To date, the AVA dataset is regarded as a standard benchmark for evaluation of the performances
of aesthetic assessment, as it is the first large-scale dataset with very detailed annotations. However,
we must take into account, during the evaluation of the results, that the distribution of positive and
negative examples in the dataset is fundamental for the effectiveness of trained models: false-positive
predictions are as bad as having a low recall in image retrieval and searching applications. This factor
is crucial, as the majority of the presented datasets are not well balanced.
3.4. Evaluation Metrics and Comparison of the Methods
Across the literature, we can find different metrics for performance evaluation of aesthetic assessment:
•
•
•
•
•

The classification accuracy [5,6,13,14,68,73,75,78,84,87–95,102–106], which reports the proportion
of the results that are correctly classified.
The Euclidean distance between the ground truth and aesthetics ratings [76,105,107,108] and the
correlation ranking [77,82,87] are used for evaluating performances in regression tasks.
The Precision-and-Recall (PR) curve, used for instance in [3,69,78,80,109], considers the degree of
relevance of the classified items and the retrieval rate of the items.
The mean average precision [5,6,85,91] is the average precision between multiple queries, which
is often used to summarize the PR curve for the considered set of samples.
Finally, the Receiver-Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve [79,105,109–111] and area under the
curve [81,101,109] concern the performance of binary classifiers when the discrimination threshold
is varied.

As always happens, it is not feasible to provide a comparison between all the methods: different
datasets and evaluation methods are taken into account within literature. Hence, we compare the
results considering the AVA dataset. To date, the AVA dataset (assuming the standard partition) is
considered as the most challenging by the majority of the reviewed works, and it is the most used.
Further, the overall accuracy metric appears to be the most popular metric. It is always computed in
the considered works, and it can be written as:
Overall Accuracy =

TP + TN
,
P+N

where TP stands for True Positive, TN for True Negative, P for Positive, and N for Negative. We have
to consider that this metric could be easily biased when considering unbalanced datasets. In Table 1,
we can see the overall accuracies obtained by the cited articles.
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Table 1. The subset of the reviewed methods that use AVA as the training dataset. We can notice
the sensible improvement carried by the latest deep learning techniques, in terms of overall accuracy.
Further, it seems that a proper balancing of the training and test set provides classifiers that obtain better
performances. RAPID, RAting PIctorical aesthetics using Deep learning.
The Reviewed Methods Evaluated on the AVA Dataset
Method

Dataset

Employed Method

Marchesotti et al. [110]
AVA handcrafted features [14]
Lu et al. [6]
RAPID (full method) [5]
Peng et al. [88]
Kao et al. [94]
Lu et al. [6]
RAPID (improved version) [91]
Kao et al. [71]
Wang et al. [89]
Kong et al. [87]
Wang et al. [92]
Tian et al. [90]
Liu et al. [112]
Zhang et al. [113]
Lv et al. [85]
Dong et al. [84]
Wang et al. [89]

AVA
AVA
AVA
AVA
AVA
AVA
AVA
AVA
AVA
AVA
AVA
AVA
AVA
AVA
AVA
AVA
AVA
AVA

Elastic Net
SVM
CNN
CNN
CNN
CNN
CNN
CNN
CNN
CNN
CNN
CNN
CNN
CNN
Bayesian model
Ranking model
CNN
CNN

Overall Accuracy
67.89%
68.00%
72.85%
74.46%
74.50%
74.51%
75.41%
75.42%
76.15%
76.94%
77.33%
78.08%
80.38%
83.09%
83.24%
84.32%
83.52%
84.88%

Train/Test Split
Standard partition
Standard partition
Standard partition
Standard partition
Standard partition
Standard partition
Standard partition
Standard partition
Standard partition
Standard partition
Standard partition
Standard partition
10% subset/20k*2
Standard partition
10% subset/12.5k*2
10% subset/20k*2
10% subset/19k*2
10% subset/25k*2

4. Analysis of the Works
Thanks to the work done by the computer vision community, we can evaluate the beauty of
photos using machine learning techniques. We discuss here some interesting points that arise from the
analyzed works, and from which we can give many future directions.
4.1. Non-Exploited Features
The classical DNN architectures showed their power in recognizing and locating objects, even
deformed or partially occluded. However, it seems that some important properties of the aesthetic
evaluation would require evolving such architectures. We have already pointed out the importance of
being able to process large images with many fine details. Notice also the importance that should be
given to chromatic harmony, which is undeniably an important component of aesthetics (the work
of [95] is exemplary). It is not obvious that architectures that carry out convolutions in the first layers
respect the nuances. The internal construction of photography is itself an important element of the
aesthetic quality of the photos (D. Diderot made it a major argument of his aesthetics approach [23]).
Let us recognize that, although many works tried to take it into account, very few gave themselves the
means to do so through the initially convoluted layers, and then those totally connected for the DNN.
To our knowledge, only the authors of [10] considered this point of view.
4.2. The Binary Criterion: Ugly vs. Beautiful
The binary criterion is widely adopted by the community to compare the various available
approaches. It can be applied quickly on very large databases; it can be easily considered for different
databases; it can be confirmed with a simple visual check; it offers a good solution to some of the
problems that the Internet community poses: sort very quickly large archives to keep quintessence,
provide attractive examples for illustrations, assist an operator in his/her shooting, and so on.
However, this criterion suffers from being hugely simplified. It is based on the assumption that all
the images come from one or the other category, a postulate of which no trace is found in the literature.
Moreover, it is commonly accepted, both in philosophy and in neurobiology, that the attribute of
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beauty has only a positive valence and no equivalent to a negative valence (which would be called
ugliness), where negative valence could be supported by other attributes like “scary”, “sad”, “boring”,
“banal”, “rough”, and many others.
Thus, the complexity of the information transmitted through the annotations for each image of
the AVA database is currently insufficiently analyzed, even if some works tried to exploit it [11,92,114].
It would be important, however, to distinguish the annotations considering the heterogeneity of
interest, attention, culture, motivation, etc., of the experts and of the intrinsic properties of the photo
(what the authors of [114] attributed to be an inherent “difficulty” of interpretation).
4.3. A Continuous Ranking for Evaluation
From the beginning [68], many works had set themselves the objective of classifying photos
according to a scale of beauty that was almost continuous. Although many algorithms provide a score
between zero and 10, few studies report the quality of these notations [11] except to refine the binary
decision [92,94]. The evaluation of a continuous ranking is very difficult today and seems to us a major
issue. Let us note that in [15], a classification at five levels made it possible to refine the measurement
substantially. Note especially the very original approach of [115], which proposed to compare two by
two the images of the database, to reach a relative evaluation.
4.4. Which Beauty? Which Expert?
The images used for testing performances represent what we can expect from quality images from
social networks. The most beautiful are undoubtedly generally superior to the ugly ones. However, if
the qualities of beautiful images are not always obvious, we can notice that they rarely show the flaws
that make ugly images so evident: poor composition, poor chromatic distribution, lack of focus, etc.
An attentive and demanding observer will often disagree with the decisions made by the system,
even if these decisions are in accordance with the judgments annotated in the database. This is often
explained either because the beautiful images are commonplace or, especially, because a quality image
has been classified as ugly. In the latter case, it is frequently observed that the original aspects of the
image have been ignored. Further, it turns out that DNNs prefer normal images, and this is hardly in
accordance with experts’ recommendations.
Finally, let us discuss one of the most sensitive points of the DNN approach. The importance
of having a database of fairly high quality has been felt since the implementation of the approaches
that made use of handcrafted features, but it has become crucial for DNN approaches. The AVA
database [14] provided a good answer to this request. Beyond the collection of images, AVA provides
several pieces of information attached to each photo: the evaluations, the theme covered by the image
(among more than 900, taken from the competitions of DPChallenge), a semantic annotation (among
66), and the photographic style (ascribed by professional photographers, among 14).
Is this sufficient? This is not certain. Certainly, for the objectivists, who place all the beauty only
in the object, the object is faithfully reproduced in, AVA and on average, the expression of consensus
on its appreciation is annotated. There are therefore all the elements sufficient to allow a machine to
reproduce the human judgment, provided that we master the AI techniques.
If a more important place to the observer is given, the information that will be needed for the
evaluation will be more important. Without adopting the extreme positions of the subjectivists, who
attribute the total authority over the judgment to the moods of the observer, one can ask for other
information to simulate a feeling that appeals to the sensations, on the one hand (those coming by
the visual signal of the image), the conscious and unconscious mental faculties of the observer, on
the other hand, and finally his/her temperament. It is unlikely that we can draw such information
from the AVA database. Thus, in [87], it was considered necessary to build a database, Aesthetics with
Attributes Database (AADB), different from AVA, keeping the evaluator’s mark during the evaluation.
The authors indicated that such a choice made it possible to obtain a better match between the ratings
obtained by the same expert. In [15], a great deal of attention was paid to the cultural context of the
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experts used to build the BEAUTY database. Only users from a small number of countries with a
high degree of cultural homogeneity were selected, and their opinions were subsequently screened to
discard points of view were too different.
5. Conclusions
The success of methods for evaluating the beauty of photos and images is certain. Taking
advantage of a very large number of images, they allow separating with reasonable performances
the most beautiful from the ugly ones. There is no doubt that these performances will improve over
time, as the works currently being presented still have a great deal of margin for progress.
However, let us point out that today, the interest of the presented methods resides mainly in their
capacity to elaborate a first sorting on large quantities of images. If the aim is to distinguish among the
most beautiful images, it is still necessary to analyze manually the automatic returned sort (provided
by machine learning methods) and then to select the small number of images that subjectively surpass
all the others.
Further, we regret, as we do for the majority of the other kinds of recognition problems, that
DNN-based solutions are delivered to us without explicit intermediate decision steps, or rather that
these intermediate results, accessible in the form of maps, are not available and readable today with
our knowledge. Thus, if we know how to sort the images according to beauty, we do not really know
how this sorting is done. This can be considered, for our understanding, a step back from previous
approaches that made use of handcrafted features.
Finally, let us insist on the fact that the methods implemented to date have completely ignored
an important part of the aesthetic judgment that the literature puts forward: the cultural and
socio-educational context of the observer. This lack is understandable because, if aesthetics is a
complex and poorly-understood field, culture is even more complex and poorly modeled. We do not
know how to use it in the proposed architectures, but this fact allows us to reason about a hidden
culture, which is a step beyond the knowledge of the expert. When evaluating the beauty of images, it
is therefore a community of experts or enthusiasts in photography, distributed throughout the world,
who are rather fond of social life via the Internet, often enthusiastic about technology, who serves
as a reference. This is a fundamental consideration in terms of what has helped to build the latest
aesthetics databases.
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